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Gold markets when sideways yesterday, which is
something that is not overly surprising, considering
that it had rallied so strongly during the previous week.
Economists think that the $1250 level above is massive
resistance, so it can break above there. If it do approach
that level, it would take another catalyst to continue
going higher. Pullbacks at this point should continue
to find buyers underneath, and the $1220 level is an
excellent area to look for support. If the US dollar starts
to skyrocket in value again, that could drive down the
value of gold, unless it is a bit of a safety trade, then
it could see Gold markets rally right along with the US
dollar, something that does happen occasionally. This
market is that it has gone sideways overall after a
massive rally, and that is a good sign as it looks likely
to make investors much more comfortable at these
higher levels instead of the usual pullback.
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       Gold prices held steady today despite a rise in equities, with investors waiting
for minutes from the U.S Federal Reserve’s latest policy meeting for any fresh
clues on the pace of interest rate hikes.

       Spot gold was up 0.1 percent at $1,224.70 an ounce. On Monday, it touched
its highest since July 26 at $1,233.26 an ounce. U.S gold futures were down
0.2 percent at $1,228.30 an ounce.

 Asian equities got some much needed relief on Wednesday after upbeat U.S
earnings reports drove a rebound on Wall Street and helped restore a little
confidence in emerging market stocks and currencies.

     The dollar index against a basket of currencies held steady today, after hitting
a two-week low in the previous session. U.S industrial production increased
for a fourth straight month in September, boosted by gains in manufacturing
and mining output, but momentum slowed sharply in the third quarter.

 Emerging market currencies outperformed, and rising stock markets reflected
improving risk appetite. On the technical front, gold prices were trading around
the 100-day moving average of $1,227.

       The near-term technical posture for the yellow metal has dramatically improved
over the past few sessions, which continues to invite the chart-based buyers.
Also, the recent volatility in world stock markets and some heightened geopolitical
tensions are continuing to provide some demand for safe-haven gold.

 Recent dollar weakness has defied the stronger trend that has persisted in the
buck in the year so far, a rise fueled by monetary policy tightening at the Federal
Reserve.

 Gold held steady near 2-1/2-month highs
yesterday as dollar weakness offset improved
risk appetite among investors

 Gold is being supported by a relatively softer
dollar

 The U.S dollar index dropped to more than two-
week lows

 Rising geopolitical tensions and pessimism over
the prospect of global economic growth is
supporting the price of gold

 Gold was up 2.8% so far for October, trimming
its year-to-date drop to close to 6.1%
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       Oil prices extended gains into a fourth session today, buoyed as industry
data showed a surprise decline in U.S crude inventories and as geopolitical
tensions over the disappearance of a prominent Saudi journalist stoked
supply worries.

 U.S West Texas Intermediate crude was up 15 cents, or 0.2 percent, at
$72.07 a barrel today, having settled up 14 cents. Brent crude was up 12
cents, or 0.2 percent, at $81.53 a barrel, after settling up 63 cents the session
before.

 The global benchmark, which hit a more than two-week low late last week as equitymarkets dropped, is trading around $5 below a four-year high of $86.74 marked
on Oct. 3.

 U.S crude inventories fell by 2.1 million barrels last week, compared with
analyst expectations for a build of 2.2 million barrels, American Petroleum
Institute data showed after yesterday’s settlement.

 U.S gasoline stocks dropped by a larger-than-expected 3.4 million barrels, while
distillate fuel stockpiles declined by a smaller-than-expected 246,000 barrels, the
API data showed.

      Meanwhile, OPEC Secretary-General Mohammad Barkindo yesterday urged oil
producing companies to increase capacities and invest more to meet future demand
as spare oil capacity shrinks worldwide.

 The market has been supported by reports that Iranian crude exports may
be falling faster than expected ahead of Nov. 4, the date U.S sanctions on
the commodity are due to start.

The WTI Crude Oil market rallied after initially falling
yesterday, as it continue to see $71 offer a bit of
support. However, the $72 level, and the area just
above it, continues to be very resistant. The market
continues to be very noisy and difficult, but eventually
it will probably break out to the upside as it worry about
supply issues and the Iranian sanctions that could
cause them. At this point, a move above the $73 level
is needed for confidence, then buyers would come in
and push the market to the $75 handle. However, if
it pull back and broke below the $71 level, it would
probably find support at the $70 level. Brent markets
found support at the $80 level, reaching towards the
$81 level after initially falling from there during the
trading session yesterday. At this point, the $82 level
would be the target, but there is so much in the way
of noise that is difficult to hang onto a trade.

 Oil prices edged up in cautious trade yesterday
as expectations of higher U.S shale output

 Stockpiles fell 2.1 million barrels last week, versus
forecasts for a 2.2 mil l ion-barrel bui ld

 The cuts are coming despite third-quarter oil prices
that are up more than 40 percent from a year
earlier

 The focus within the oil trade during the next
couple of weeks is likely to be on Iran and Saudi
Arabia

 Last week, oil prices slumped as global stock
markets fell
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 The metals continue to hold their ground at higher levels as silver managedto hold $14.65. All signs point to higher prices, with metals approaching keydecision points once again.
 The numbers to watch are $1,240 for gold and $14.80 for silver. A breakabove will be considered another breakout and more than likely lead to acontinuation of this rally while building strength underneath the market.
 The US and world markets were rattled last Thursday and Friday where allmajor indexes in the US had the biggest sell-off episode in the past 10 years.This calls for both gold and silver addressing serious opposition in the nearfuture.
 The near-term technical posture for the white metal has dramatically improvedthe past few sessions, which continues to invite the chart-based buyers.

Also, the recent volatility in world stock markets and some heightenedgeopolitical tensions are continuing to provide some demand for safe-havensilver.
 Earlier US data showed industrial output rose 0.3% in September, slowing downfrom 0.4%, while the Capacity Utilization Rate stood at 78.1%, same as before andbelow estimates of 78.2%.
 Earlier Chinese data showed consumer prices rose 2.5% as expected, thefastest such pace in seven months. Producer prices rose 3.6 y/y, the slowestsuch pace in five months, and missing estimates of 3.7%. Last week, thePeople's Bank of China cut reserve requirements for Chinese banks for thefourth time this year amid attempts to ease policies and bolster spending.

Silver markets initially tried to rally yesterday but ran
into a lot of resistance at the $14.90 level. It ended up
forming a couple of shooting stars on the hourly chart,
so a pullback is very likely. Some type of supportive
bounce could make a nice trade, because it makes
sense that it would struggle at these high levels. If it
were to break above the $15 level, then the market
could continue to go much higher. Silver markets tend
to move every $0.10, in a back-and-forth manner as
it is a highly technical situation and of market. At this
point, it suspect that silver needs to cool off a bit before
it can build up enough momentum to finally break that
crucial $15 level. If it were to break down below the
$14.50 level, that could send this market much lower.
Overall though, the silver is also getting a boost from
the safety trade as there are so many different problems
around the world.

 Silver was down 0.1 percent at $14.64 an ounce,
having touched its highest since Oct. 2 at $14.85
earlier in the session

 China’s consumer price index hit a seven-month
high in September at up 0.7% from August and
up 2.5%, year-on-year

 The dollar index inched down 0.03% to 95.03
away from August 20 highs

 Silver futures due in December fell 0.18% to
$14.70 an ounce away from two-week highs

 December Comex silver was last up $0.063 at
$14.79 an ounce
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